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Structuring Your SOPs
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Procedure

Process

Parties

Owners

Policy

Purpose

Include these key pieces to create an effective SOP. 
 

Be sure to include references to any other documents or SOPs the reader needs visibility to
(ie. templates, reports, webpages, logins).

 
Keep the SOP up-to-date and note the last date that it was updated & by whom.



Map out the set-up of your project management tool & online storage system. What are the
overarching systems (ie. business departments) in your business? What are the processes, SOPs, or
tasks underneath that drive your system to achieve its goals? I've mapped out what a part of your

marketing system could like. Create systems based on what is needed in your business!

Centralize: Where Does Everything Live?

Marketing

Social media & blogging
Affiliate marketing
PR
Speaking engagements

Sales

Finance Team (HR)

Operations
Client

Relationship
Management
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Evaluate every single task or activity you perform for a couple weeks. Document the activity & the
amount of time it took you to complete. Determine if you actually enjoy doing or do not enjoy doing

these tasks. Analyze & categorize the activity by determining if you can automate, eliminate, or
delegate it.  Hint: if the task is both time consuming & not enjoyable, delegate it first!

Perform a Task Audit
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Date Task Start End
Do I Enjoy

This?
Automate, Eliminate,

or Delegate?



I'm a Certified Online Business Manager, Director of Operations, & Operations
Strategist. It doesn't matter what my clients call me - I serve my my clients in whatever
capacity they need me to fill operations-wise in their businesses. 

So how do I help my clients? I combine my 8+ years of corporate experience, streamlined
systems, & strategic planning skills to help business owners conquer overwhelm, scale, &
create a larger impact on their communities.

As an exclusive offer just for THEPRBAR community, I'm offering 45min clarity
consulting sessions with me. This laser-focused consulting call is for anyone who's feeling
stuck, feeling overwhelmed, or not sure on what to do next to keep the momentum going
in their business. This offer is just $197 and only for this audience!

If you want to work with me, please email me directly at jenny@jennymjones.com or
book a call on my website! 
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HEY THERE,
I'M JENNY!


